Abstract-We presented a novel way of deriving a subspace filter for enhancing a noisy electrocardiogram (ECG) signal contaminated by electromyogram (EMG). The new subspace filter was based on a multiple cycle prediction (MCP) modeling of a single-lead ECG. The adoption of an MCP model resulted in a data matrix more suitable for separating noise and signal subspaces than the linear prediction (LP) model that is implicitly assumed in many existing subspace filters. Alignment of ECG cycles of different length is required for MCP modeling and was handled by a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. A run-time procedure was designed for automatically determining the signal space dimension adaptively. To validate the new filter in a quantitative way, 12 clean realistic ECG segments with different degrees of heart rate variability generated using the ECGSyn program were mixed with different realizations of EMG noise in the MIT-BIH Noise Stress Test Database and locally acquired EMG at a typical 10-dB signal-to-noise ratio. The performance of the proposed method was compared to three existing ECG enhancement algorithms and achieved encouraging results. In addition, various ECG recordings from MIT-Arrythmia database were also mixed with EMG noise and subjected to the same four filters resulting in a qualitative comparison of them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromyogram (EMG) contaminations in electrocardiogram (ECG) signals distort low-amplitude ECG wave components and hence lower the accuracy of computer-aided measurements of various ECG morphological characteristics. This situation is often encountered in applications such as exercise ECG and ambulatory ECG where computer-aided measurement and interpretation are extensively used. Enhancing ECG with respect to EMG is challenging because a significant portion of spectrum of a typical EMG noise dwells in the meaningful frequency range of ECGs which makes quite impossible for the conventional digital filters not to introduce significant distortions of the original ECG [1] - [4] .
Various more sophisticated and capable ECG enhancement methods have been proposed. Adaptive filters have been shown to be highly effective in removing narrow-band interference (e.g., power-line noise) and baseline wander in [5] . However, their success in ECG enhancement has been limited by the requirement of additional reference channels for carrying out noise cancellation. A category of methods without such limitations has been recently proposed. These methods share the same key idea that a noisy ECG can be enhanced by its projection onto a proper signal subspace, but they are quite different in the way they formulate such a signal subspace. In situations where a multiple-lead ECG is available, the method proposed in [6] worked by exploiting the redundancy of the multiple channels where the signal subspace is revealed by a singular value decomposition (SVD) of a data matrix formed straightforwardly from the two-dimensional (time and channel) recordings. In more general situations with a single-lead ECG, the method proposed in [4] formulated a data matrix in the discrete cosine transform domain from which SVD was applied for constructing a signal subspace. SVD technique was also used in [7] for extracting fetal ECG from a single maternal ECG where the data matrix for forming the signal subspace was constructed by arranging cycles of maternal ECG in consecutive rows. In another method [8] , referred as the geometric filter (GF), the formation of the data matrix was based on the embedding theory developed in the field of nonlinear dynamic analysis of time series and on a nearest neighbor (NN) search procedure in the embedded state-space. The present work first aims to propose a new data driven subspace filter that builds on modeling ECG generation with a multiple cycle prediction (MCP) model. The motivation of a MCP model comes from an insight learned from existing subspace ECG enhancers that there always exists an empirical signal generation model behind a subspace filter, e.g., a linear prediction model (LPC) for filters proposed in [4] and a local linear model for the GF. In addition, the filtering process of these filters can be effectively viewed as a model parameter identification procedure using the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) as a regularization tool [9] . Hence, compared to a LPC model, the MCP model further exploits the quasiperiodicity of an ECG signal to achieve a more efficient use of TSVD for the model parameter identification and hence a better filtering. As the second aim of the paper, performances of various existing ECG enhancers (with respect to EMG contamination) were evaluated by processing noisy ECG realizations that were generated by mixing true ECG from a realistic ECG synthesis program (ECGSyn) [10] with random realizations of EMG noise. Methods evaluated include: the MCP filter; the GF; the DCT domain SVD filter (DCT) [4] ; and the filtered residual (FR) method [11] .
II. METHODS

A. Multiple Cycle Prediction Model
Given a pth order MCP model, an ECG sample at the ith position of the kth cycle is assumed to be a linear combination of its corresponding samples and their w neighbor points in the previous p cycles, i.e., It can be shown that the filtered x is also a truncated total least squares solution with b as unknown parameters in (2) [12] .
B. Alignment of Two ECG Cycles
In the model (1), the p previous cycles of the kth one are required to have the same duration N k . This was achieved by running a warping procedure to align each of the p cycles to the k th. Dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm is proposed for this purpose. DTW is widely used in speech recognition applications for aligning two speech feature vectors produced at different speaking rates. Details of the DTW algorithm have been clearly illustrated in [13] .
C. Determination of Signal Space Dimension
An ECG cycle contains successive components: a high-amplitude QRS complex, a P -wave and a T -wave both of which are usually of small amplitudes. Additionally, inter-wave segments corresponding to the iso-electrical portion of an ECG cycle slowly vary with small am- (6) where the matrix indexing convention used in MATLAB programming language is adopted here for representing a submatrix of A composed of its rows from i 1 to i k as A(i 1 : i k ; :).
A criterion for selecting a reconstruction dimension per H c i is still needed. Given an original matrix A and its permutated versionÃ = A + B, the Weyl theory [14] states that
where i(B) represents the ith singular value of matrix B.
It is reasonable to only keep those components in reconstruction whose corresponding singular values of the unperturbed data matrix are greater than those of the noise matrix. Combing this requirement with the above inequality, the following criterion for keeping the jth component for each H c i is reached
where E i is the corresponding noise matrix added to H c i . In practice, 1 (E i ) is an unknown. One assumption made here is that 1 (E i ) is considered to be the same for all the E i s of the current ECG cycle. With this simplification, the run-time SVD of the data matrix automatically provides an estimate of signal space dimension d because EMG noise will be manifested in isoelectronic regions of an ECG cycle. This means that one can use the minima of the 1 (H i ) of all the submatrices as an estimate of 1 (E).
D. A General Smoothing Procedure
Run-time SVD does not directly produce a complete cycle of enhanced ECG but a time series for each window. Due to the overlapping of successive windows, a direct stacking of those segments cannot result in a complete cycle. Therefore, an additional step is needed. To derive a general schema for any l and combinations, let S denote such a matrix whose ith column is the enhanced ECG segment from processing H where M(n) represents the number of i; j pairs that satisfy the constraints n = i + (j 0 1):
The optimalxn is consequently obtained by setting the partial derivative of J regardingxn to zero and the result is simplŷ x n = i;j s i;j M(n) (11) where the fi; jg pairs included in the summation must satisfy (10) for the given n.
E. An Ideal MCP Filter
In the following simulation study, an ideal version of the MCP filter (MCP 0 ) was obtained by using the uncontaminated ECG for DTW alignment.
F. Data
We have set the standard deviation of the heart rate at 12 different values ranging from 1 beat per minute (BPM) to 12 BPM to generate 12 50-beat-long pure ECG signals using the program "ECGSyn". This set of data will provide quantitative performance indices. In a qualitative way, we have also used real ECGs in the MIT-BIH Arrythmia Database. Performances of filter will have to be visually checked for true clean ECG is unknown. EMG signals from the MIT-BIH Noise Stress Test database as well as from our own experiments [15] have been adopted for generating multiple noise realizations to contaminate ECG. Specifically, each EMG recording was high pass filtered at 1 Hz using a zero-phase eclipse infinite impulse response (IIR) filter and then fitted to an autoregressive (AR) model whose order was determined based on the Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion (SBC) within the range of 4-8. Twenty-four realizations of EMG noise were simulated using the identified AR model. Hence there were 25 realizations of noise signals and they were mixed with ECGs with a SNR of 10 db. The Arrythmia, the Noise Stress Test databases and the "ECGSyn" program were all obtained through the PhysioNet [16] .
The performance of the algorithm was first assessed by the SNR achieved after the enhancement. SNR in decibels was computed according to SNR = 20 log 10 kx 0xk kxk (12) where kxk stands for the standard deviation of the vector x. In addition, the cross correlation coefficient (CC) between the filtered signal and the true signal was used as another performance measure, which is more sensitive to morphological difference between two waveforms.
III. RESULTS
The resultant mean SNR and mean CC were plotted in Fig. 1 as functions of heart rate standard deviation. In addition, these mean values, together with their standard deviations, were reported in Tables I-IV. A paired t-test was conducted for comparing SNR. Nonsignificant cases (p > 0:05) were marked with 3, indicating MCP performed equally well with its counterpart. Paired Wilcoxon signed rank test was employed to compare CC and results were indicated in the similar fashion. These quantitative results clearly illustrated that subspace filters performed significantly better than the FR filter. For most cases, the GF performed best in terms of SNR and MCP 0 was the best in terms of CC. GF, MCP and FR all showed a trend of decreasing performance as heart rate variability increased while MCP 0 's performance was fairly constant. MCP was slightly inferior to DCT filter only at high heart rate variabilities but superior at moderate heart rate variabilities.
Multiple arrhythmia ECG records were processed in the similar fashion. By visual inspection, the potency of the MCP filter has been confirmed (only one case shown in Fig. 2) . However, the test of the MCP filter with real data further indicated future improvements that are highly desirable. As an example, shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3 is a case where the original ECG contains abnormal ECG beats, premature ventricular contraction (PVC) beat in this case, which were incorporated into the MCP model for filtering the ECG shown in the figure. A PVC beat has a different morphology as the normals ones. The current implementation of the MCP filter did not handle this situation and caused a decreased performance compared with other two subspace filters.
IV. DISCUSSION
As seen in Results, performance difference among subspace filters is smaller than that between subspace filters, treated as a whole, and the FR method. Hence, evaluation of subspace filters needs also consider other factors besides performance in terms of SNR and CC improvement.
The GF showed a superior performance in most cases even though its performance decreased with increasing heart rate variability. This phenomenon of GF has not been reported before. However, limitations of the GF include its requirement of a computationally intensive highdimensional NN search and the difficulty of implementing this block algorithm in an adaptive way. In these two aspects, the MCP filter might offer some advantages for practical implementation for reasons that the DTW alignment of two ECG cycles is much less computationally demanding than a NN search and that the MCP can operate naturally in a beat-by-beat fashion.
The DCT domain subspace filter had a similar performance as compared to the MCP, especially when the heart rate variability is higher than 7 BPM, but was inferior to MCP when the heart rate variability is moderate. This might be due to our implementation. Particularly, the total length of the signal has been fixed to about 1000 samples. With increasing number of samples, the DCT filter might achieve better results. However, other two critical parameters of the method have been set to an optimal value, which include the linear prediction (LP) filter model order and the truncation dimension. Complicated procedures have been proposed to choose these two parameters in the original publication, which rely on a simplified matrix perturbation model to determine the noise threshold and a separate LP analysis has to be performed to ascertain the noise variance. The reconstruction dimension for the MCP filter is determined using statistics obtained from a run-time SVD decomposition. This procedure does not depend on any particular assumption. The better performance as well as the robustness and easiness of its parameter determination are advantages of MCP as compared to DCT filter.
One novelty of the MCP filter is that it is motivated from treating the filtering problem as an empirical data-driven modeling of ECG and its associated parameter estimation. In this sense, the MCP filter serves as an example of deriving new forms of ECG subspace filters. From the results presented in the paper, the most important further development concerning MCP filter should probably be directed at improving the robustness of DTW of two noisy ECGs and exploring the distance between two aligned ECGs to handle the different morphological beats in MCP modeling. The necessity of the former effort is evident since the ideal MCP filter achieved comparable results as the GF and was more robust to the degree of heart rate variability. The later is also important since the occupance of abnormal beats in real ECG is not uncommon.
Finally, the present form of MCP filter only explores the temporal redundancy within a single lead ECG. It can be expanded to a multiple lead scenario without difficulty. Indeed, the modification of a MCP model to a multilead-multicycle (MLMC) one may be the key for the discovery of critical hidden dynamics in a noisy environment.
